
 

  
Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach for a optical 

indoor positioning system that is currently under development at 
the Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry at the ETH 
Zurich. The new system is called CLIPS (Camera and Laser 
based Indoor Positioning System) and it is based on the 
fundamentals of stereo photogrammetry. The difference to the 
photogrammetric relative camera orientation is that one camera 
is substituted for a device emitting laser-beams from a virtual 
central point. The laser beams project bright spots on any 
surface in an indoor environment. These laser spots are seen by a 
camera for the purpose to determine its relative orientation with 
respect to the laser-device. In chapter II and III some 
applications and an overview of existing optical indoor 
positioning systems are given. The last section explains the 
functionality of the new system CLIPS. 

 
 

Index Terms—5 Point Algorithm, Camera Positioning, Indoor 
Positioning System, Relative Camera Orientation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
owadays, navigation and positioning plays an important 
role in many areas of industry, personal navigation or 

security. The most popular techniques for navigation are 
GNSS systems such as GPS or GLONASS. Even mobile 
phones are nowadays equipped with GNSS receivers that 
provide a capability to determine one’s own position. For 
indoor environments, GNSS receivers are not suited due to the 
attenuation, scattering and multipath propagation of the GNSS 
signal. In order to fill this gap, a variety of indoor positioning 
systems is currently under development. The common indoor 
positioning technologies include Ultra-Wideband (UWB), 
WLAN, Ultrasound, RFID, pseudolites and many more. 
Additionally, optical methods are now becoming an 
interesting alternative for positioning and navigation. The 
performance, the size and the speed of CCD sensors have 
grown rapidly in the last few years. In addition, the computing 
speed and the algorithms for feature recognition in images 
obtained by  
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digital cameras have reached an unprecedented performance. 
Hence, a new idea for an optical indoor navigation system 
called CLIPS has grown at the Institute of Geodesy and 
Photogrammetry. 

II. APPLICATIONS 
Optical indoor navigation and positioning systems have 

become a key component in many industries.  
Manufactures of optical indoor navigation systems such as 

AICON [1] or BREUCKMANN [2] offer high precision 
positioning systems for applications in optical metrology, in 
particular for surface inspection or reverse engineering. 
MATSUMOTO ET AL. [6] and DESOUZA ET AL. [3] 
present view- or map-based indoor positioning systems 
tailored for mobile robot navigation in indoor environments.  

Another example for the exploitation of today’s optical 
positioning capabilities is the use of a mobile phone that 
includes a digital camera and operates as an indoor navigation 
device. It is designed for location based services such as the 
guidance of visitors through museum exhibitions or 
conferences in combination with augmented reality [8].  

The two major applications scenarios are high accuracy 
(mm or better) industrial metrology systems and indoor 
navigation systems for mobile vehicles or pedestrians that 
allow positioning within the order of decimeters. The primary 
application scenario for the new system CLIPS is industrial 
metrology. With the concept of low-cost and scalability, the 
latter scenario may also become appropriate for application.  

III. AN OVERVIEW OF OPTICAL INDOOR POSITIONING 
SYSTEMS 

Subsequent to the main chapter that introduces CLIPS, a 
brief overview of current optical indoor positioning systems is 
given in this chapter. Most system architectures have been 
tailored to the requirements of specific applications. 
Therefore, many different optical indoor positioning systems 
have been built and various attempts have been made to 
classify them. DESOUZA ET AL. [3] proposed classification 
of optical indoor navigation systems into the three groups of 
Map-Based Navigation, Map-Building-Based Navigation and 
Map-Less Navigation.  
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In contrast, we classify the systems into the following four 
categories: 

• Optical Tracking 
• View-based Navigation 
• Use of coded targets 
• Projection of laser spots or patterns. 

 

A. Optical tracking 
Optical tracking means to observe a mobile object by a 

single or multiple static cameras in real-time in order to 
determine the object’s position as shown in Figure 1.  

Within the LOOKUP Project at the EPFL (Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology Lausanne) a camera is mounted at the 
ceiling in order to track a vehicle or any other object on the 
ground [11].  

The naviScan3D system from BREUCKMANN consists of 
two static cameras that observe a LED equipped frame on an 
industrial robot arm [2]. The principle is very similar to the 
concept of motion capturing. A person wears a set of clothes 
with special markers that are observed by cameras in order to 
reconstruct a person’s motion. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Tracking of an object with two static cameras 

 

B. View-based Navigation 
The view-based approach relies on a sequence of views 

taken by a digital camera along a certain route. 
MATSUMOTO ET AL. [6] denoted such a sequence as 
“View Sequence”. In an initial phase, a recording run is 
captured as shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Fig.  2.  Example of a short "View Sequence" 

 
After the View Sequence has been analyzed, a mobile robot 

is able to estimate its own position by taking an image of its 
surroundings such as the picture in Figure 3 and compare it via 
matching with the stored images in the View Sequence. 

 

 
Fig.  3.  Image that has to be compared with the images of the "View 

Sequence" 
 
MATSUMOTO ET AL. demonstrated the applicability of 

their view-based navigation in the field of mobile robot 
navigation [6]. 

 

C. Use of coded targets 
Some optical system strategies rely on dedicated markers as 

a crucial component of the indoor navigation system. The 
markers have three main purposes: a) the simplification of the 
automatic detection of corresponding points, b) the 
introduction of the system scale, c) realization of a unique 
identification of the targets by using a unique code for each 
target.  

There are different types of targets in form of concentric 
rings, barcodes or patterns consisting of colored dots. There 
are retro-reflective and non-reflective versions. 

 

 
Fig.  4. Illustration of two coded targets. The left target consists of a group of 

colored dots and right target has the shape of one dot and two concentric 
rings, whereas the first ring is incomplete by two segments of different widths. 

 
There is a variety of different systems that use coded 

targets. For instance, the ProCAM system of AICON. Hereby, 
the presence of a reference field of coded targets is essential 
for the position determination of a digital camera. The camera 
position is determined by spatial resection [1].  

The STARGAZER system of HAGISONIC is based on the 
deployment of retro reflective targets on the ceiling. An 
infrared sensitive camera observes the targets that are actively 
illuminated by an infrared emitting light source. If the targets 
are detected, the position of the camera can be received [4].  

MULLONI ET AL. developed an indoor positioning system 
for “off the shelf camera phones" by using fiduciary markers 
that are very similar to barcodes [8]. These markers are placed 
on walls, posters or certain objects. If an image of these 
markers is captured, not only information about the 
photographer’s position is provided but also additional 
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location based information (e.g. about the next conference 
room or the next session) can be displayed. 

 

D. Use of projected laser spots or grids 
This class of optical indoor positioning systems consists of 

a digital camera and a laser-light emitting device.  
The aim of that approach is the determination of the camera 

position by observing projected laser-spots or grids. The 
underlying model is that of stereo photogrammetry. Since the 
concept of camera pinhole projection and the projection of 
laser spots from a central origin rely on the same principle, 
namely the central projection, the beams of the laser-light 
emitting device simulate the light path of a camera. Hence, the 
second camera that is required for relative camera orientation 
can be simulated by the projecting device. When the camera 
observes the laser spots or grids, the laser beams intersect with 
the optical path of the camera. Epipolar geometry applies and 
the system meets the terms of a stereo vision device. 

Two different implementations have been made. One 
approach is named TRACKSENSE [5] and has been 
developed by KOEHLER ET AL. at the Institute for Pervasive 
Computing at the ETH Zurich. The system consists of an 
integrated device of a digital camera and a laser-light 
projector. Hereby, the digital camera and the projecting device 
are calibrated with respect to each other. Thus, the relative 
orientation between the camera and the projector is known and 
remains unchanged. The projected grid is observed by the 
camera with the intention to determine the grid intersection 
points. By means of triangulation, the 3D coordinates of the 
grid intersection points can be determined. If the grid is 
projected to a wall, the distance between the TRACKSENCE 
unit and the wall can be derived. By pointing the 
TRACKSENCE unit into the direction of a corner, the 
position of the unit can be computed with respect to the 
corner. 

The indoor positioning system CLIPS is a topic of research 
at the Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry at the ETH 
Zurich [7] [12] [13]. Like the TRACKSENCE system, CLIPS 
consists of a camera and a projector. But in contrast to 
TRACKSENCE, the camera is not attached to the beamer and 
operates as a mobile positioning device. By observing the 
projected laser-spots the relative orientation of the camera can 
be determined with respect to the projector. In the next 
section, a more detailed explanation of the CLIPS system is 
given. 

IV. CLIPS – A CAMERA AND LASER BASED INDOOR 
POSITIONING SYSTEM 

For one year, our research group at the ETH Zurich has 
been developing a new optical positioning system that is 
called CLIPS (Camera and Laser based Indoor Positioning 
System). The basic concept was invented by MAUTZ in a 
proposal to the SNF (Swiss National Science Foundation) [7] 
and the proof of concept was carried out in the master thesis 
by TILCH [13]. The aim of this project is to develop an 
automatic, inexpensive method capable of providing 

continuous sub-mm positions in real-time from a mobile 
device in all indoor environments. The system architecture 
does not require cost-intensive high-precision mechanics or 
sophisticated set-ups. The system is designed to have the 
camera as a mobile device for positioning capability. 
 

A. Central Idea 
The central idea of the new indoor positioning system is 

based on the fundamentals of stereo photogrammetry, where 
the position and the rotation of a camera relative to another 
camera are derived. But instead of using a second camera, we 
replace it with a device (called laser-hedgehog) that projects 
well-distributed laser spots as flexible reference points on the 
ceiling, walls and furniture in any indoor environment (Fig. 5). 
The projecting light source consists of several focused laser-
beams that originate from a static, well-defined central point. 
The 3D directions of the laser-beams are also precisely known 
through a previous calibration [12].  

 
Fig.  5.  Principle of CLIPS [10] 

 
It has been shown that the laser-hedgehog can be regarded 

as a second camera. An image plane can be simulated by a 
central projection of the laser-beams on a virtual plane that is 
in front of the laser-hedgehog orthogonal to its main axis. The 
projection center corresponds to the central point of the 
focused laser-beams in the laser-hedgehog (Figure 6). Note 
that the laser-hedgehog projects laser spots on any non-planar 
surface. The projection creates a flexible field of reference 
points that can be observed by the real digital camera. 

Virtual plane

Laser-hedgehog  
Fig.  6.  Illustration of the virtual plane 

B. Determination of the relative orientation 
During the measurement phase the digital camera observes 

the reference field, which is in our case projected by the laser-
hedgehog. Having carried out the point identification for the 
individual laser beams in the camera image, the relative 
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orientation can be derived by solving the coplanarity 
constraint 

  
0)''(' =× rbr T                 (1) 

 
of the epipolar geometry. Epipolar geometry exploits the 
constraint that both projection centers and the laser spot have 
to lie in the same plane. 
 

camera image virtual image

laser spot

O’ O’’

r’ r’

b

 
Fig.  7.  Epipolar geometry of the camera and laser-hedgehog arrangement 
 
For solving the coplanarity constraint the 5-point-algorithm 

developed by STEWENIUS [9] [10] has been chosen. In our 
case, the two input images are the virtual image of the laser-
hedgehog and the camera image. Unfortunately the 5-point-
algorithm provides up to 10 solutions for every camera 
position. In order to identify the correct essential matrix, the 
algorithm has been embedded into a RANSAC algorithm. 
Then, the correct essential matrix is decomposed into a 
translational vector b and a rotational matrix R and finally 
refined by a least-squares estimation of the relative orientation 
parameters.  

 
Camera imageVirtual image

Relative orientation using the 5-Point-
Solver and RANSAC

Approximated parameters 
of the relative orientation

Refinement of the RO parameters using 
least squares adjustment

Adjusted parameters of 
the relative orientation

 
Fig.  8.  Determination of the relative orientation of the digital camera [13] 

 

C. Introduction of the system scale 
 The system-scale cannot be determined by relative 

orientation. It can be introduced by measuring the distance 
between the laser hedgehog and the camera using another 
instrument as shown in Figure 9. Note that in our case, the 
distance measurements are carried out only for the first four 
camera positions. 

 

 
Fig.  9.  Introduction of the system scale by means of a tachymeter [13] 
 
Then, the spatial coordinates of the laser points are 

determined by intersection. Once the 3D positions of the laser 
spots are known, the relative orientation parameters for 
subsequent camera positions can be determined by spatial 
resection. However, more practical solutions for the 
introduction of the system scale are being considered in future 
versions, i.e. the use of two laser-hedgehogs. 

 

D. Evaluation of the system 
An initial system evaluation has been carried out by a 

comparison of the 3D coordinates of the laser-spots which 
have been redundantly determined by the CLIPS system itself 
through spatial intersection and an independent survey using a 
total-station. The comparison was done by assessing the 
residuals of an affine transformation. The standard deviation 
σ0 and the scale m of the affine transformation have been 
considered as an evaluation criteria. The 1 σ standard 
deviation was 0.6 mm and the scale 0.9981. 

Note that such a system evaluation is of relative nature 
since only statements about the equivalence of two point 
clouds are possible. We used it in order to make a simple and 
fast assessment of the accuracy potential of CLIPS. Certainly, 
the system accuracy should have been based on a test field of 
coordinated points and tactile measurements of these points by 
using a probe that is mounted at the CLIPS camera. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a new optical indoor positioning system 

CLIPS has been presented. The aim of the CLIPS project is to 
enable true real-time positioning in any indoor environment. 
The proof of concept was shown in the master thesis of 
TILCH [10]. First tests have shown that the relative 
orientation of the camera could be correctly determined in all 
cases. However, the identification of the laser-spots and the 
introduction of the system scale need to be improved in further 
investigations. 
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